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                            Welcome to META LABZ

                            a leading web3 development firm
                                that
                                specializes in creating immersive virtual reality games and experiences, as well as
                                cutting-edge smart contracts, NFTs, dapps, and other related items.
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                                Buy Token
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                    About META LABZ
                


                Formerly known as MetaBUSDCoin, we have established ourselves
                    as a well-respected and reliable name within the blockchain and cryptocurrency space. At MetaLabz,
                    we are committed to pushing the boundaries of what is possible with web3 technology. Our team of
                    experienced developers and designers has a deep understanding of blockchain technology and a passion
                    for creating innovative solutions that leverage the power of decentralized networks. Whether you are
                    looking to develop a new VR game, launch an NFT marketplace, or build a custom smart contract, we
                    have the expertise and experience to help you achieve your goals.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        Reliable & low cost

                        Having a full time staff of developers affords us an opportunity to bring
                            in incredible rates.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        Security

                        MetaLabz is a trusted name in the space due to our extensive development
                            record.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        Expert support

                        Directly through our website or discord every client inquiry is received
                            and processed 24/7
                        

                    

                



            

        

    


    
    
        

            
                
                
                    Why choose us
                

                Our Main Services


            



            
                
                    
                    
                        Websites

                        Custom professional user friendly websites, including both front-end and back-end
                            development. This is your first impression, you need to make an impact and we can help.

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Website Design

                        Strategic website design that captivates users and drives conversions, helping businesses
                            succeed in the digital world. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Bots and Scripts

                        Maybe you need a custom solution for telegram or discord for community engagement. Or an
                            automated solution for an in ecosystem task. Let our team help make this easier for you with
                            our automated solutions. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        Hosting

                        Keep the important things that you rely upon up and running 24/7 with safe secure
                            performance. Free yourself from the frustration of managing your website, application, or
                            bot hosting. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        Marketing Services

                        With having assisted in so many launches we have the knowledge needed to find clients
                            success at many budget levels. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        Consulting

                        Let our experience go to work for your vision. Often times you have the right idea and just
                            need guidance in the proper areas. We have a team dedicated to discovery and analysis that
                            will stick with you until your dream is a reality. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        P2E Games

                        Drive engagement with revenue-earning games of all genres, complete with features that
                            utilize any and all aspects of your ecosystem. 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        VR Services

                        On top of offering gaming services and solutions we also pride ourselves with have an
                            experienced and robust VR/XR development team. Ready for the metaverse? 

                    

                

                
                    
                    

                        Graphic design

                        Your branding and logo is often what will sell your vision immediately if done right. Let us
                            put our experts to work helping you create an impact. 

                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                Tokenomics v2

                
                    
                        Tax

                        5%

                    

                    
                        Operation

                        1%

                    

                    
                        Rewards

                        4%

                    

                

            



        

    

    
        
            
            
                ICO Roadmap
            

            Roadmap

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 1 
                                

                            

                            
                                MIGRATION TO METALABZ

                                Rebranding all socials and launching
                                    smart contract.

                            

                        

                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 1 
                                

                            

                            
                                LAUNCH OF NEW PRE EXISTING DAPPS

                                Staking for NFTs token reward distrubiton
                                    pool rewards tracker.

                            

                        

                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 3 
                                

                            

                            
                                LAUNCH 1ST NFT LABZ PRODUCT LINE

                                 Unique implementation embedded within NFT
                                    structure.

                            

                        

                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 4 
                                

                            

                            
                                ROLL OUT LIQUIDTY PROTOCOL-LIQUIDLABZ

                                Farms liquidty lending program liquidty
                                    assurance program..

                            

                        

                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 5 
                                

                            

                            
                                AUTOMATED SMART CHECKER

                                First tool from DarkLabs more info to come
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            

                            
                                  stage 6 
                                

                            

                            
                                PUBLIC BETA METALABZ.GG LOBBY
                                

                                In addition to other game releases.
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                            Founder
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                            co-founder
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                            Zubeysweet

                            project manager
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                            Steven Argyle Williamson

                            lead VR dev
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                            co founder - chief advisor
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                            CTO
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                            Josh

                            division lead material R&D & owner MerchLabz
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                            Senior social engagement specialist
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                            Community Manager
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                            Senior Developer
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                            Developer
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